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To all chon it may concern:
sheets or signatures across the back with the so
Be it known that I, DAVID M. SMYTH, of saw-cut grooves adapted to the strings, tapes,
Hartford, in the State of Connecticut, have in or parchments, and to provide a reel of threatl
vented an Improvement in Binding Books, of and a glue-pot, pass the thread beneath a
S which the following is a specification.
guide in the glue and lead it up over a slight
Temporary binders have been made with projection above the edge of a narrow horizon 55
threads or cords, beneath which the sheets are tal bar, place the fold of the sheet upon this
placed so that these cords come within the bar and move it endwise, carrying the glued
folds of the sheets, and in some instances books thread with it so that such thread is glued
Io have been bound by cords laid in the folds of and laid into the fold, then cut the thread off
the sheets and drawn through slits or through and pass another folded sheet over this bar.
saw-cuts
toward the ends of the folds, and A convenient mode of applying this glued
cords or tapes have been passed across through thread into the fold is for one person to pass
saw - cuts and under the threads. In these along the sheets continuously over the bar,
I5 bnodes of binding the threads were more or laying in the glued thread, and for another
less loose in the folds of the sheets or signa- person to cut the thread between one signature
tures, and they were held in place by the ends and the other, and pack such signatures into
and by the glue that passed into the saw-cuts volumes. The cross cords, strings, tapes, or
from the back when rounding and finishing parchment-strips d are then drawn into the
2O such back.
saw-cuts, and the book is ready to be rounded,
Miy invention relates to a thread or cord glued, and finished at the back.
pasted or glued into the fold of the signature, In the drawings, Figure 1 is a perspective
so as to occupy its proper position independ view of the folded sheet and the thread a
ently of any other part of the binding. If glued into the fold. Fig. 2 is a view in larger
25 this adhesive thread is laid in the folds of the size of the saw-cut b in the back of the fold,
signatures after the saw-cuts are made in the and the thread a in the folded signature ready
sheets, then the cords or tapes that cross the for the cross-string to be inserted; and Fig. 3
backs are drawn in under them, and if other represents a hooked needle that may be in
wise then holes may be made with awls in the serted across below the thread and used to
3o proper places for the insertion of such cross draw in the string, tape, or strip that con
cords. In all instances the longitudinal threads, nects the signatures together. Fig. 4 is a per
being caused to adhere in place by glue or simi spective view of a book bound according to
lar material, need no connection from one signa my improvement, with portions of the leaves
ture to the other, or from the inside of the fold removed.
35 to the outside of the back, but such threads I am aware that threads have been caused
become a complete and strong backing-con to adhere within the folds of single sheets,
nection from top to bottom of the back, and a and that these sheets have been sewed through
sheet cannot become loose or the binding give the back edges alternately, so as to produce in
way unless each thread breaks at each cross terlacing similar to Weaving. This, however, is
4o cord or string, because such longitudinal not adapted to binding, because there are too
threads are glued to place throughout their many threads and the back is made too thick,
length. The consequence is that this binding and the crossing threads, passing behind pne
is of unparallelled strength, and at the same sheet and through the next, tend to make the
time the ultimate simplicity and cheapness in back hollow instead of convex. By my lim
45 the binding are attained.
provement the back of the book is not unduly
In putting my improvement into use various increased in thickness, as only the ordinary 95
means may be employed, some of which will
of threads are used, and the cross
form the subject of separate applications for number
threads pass into the channels cut across the
patent. A convenient mode is to cut the folded back and tend to keep the back in its round
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ig or convex form. In ln stances where wires and then passing cords, tapes, or strips across 25
have been introduced within the folds of the through the back edges of the signatures and
signatures in temporary binders they are not beneath the threads, substantially as set forth.

)

and cannot be secured by glue, and, being harsh, 2. The improved binding for books described,
they injure the paper, and they are not avail in which the straight threads within the folds
able for permanent binding, because of the in of the signatures are glued into place and the
creased thickness of the back and the rigidity connecting strings, tapes, or strips pass across
of the wires.
beneath all such glued threads, substantially
I am also aware that threads have been as set forth.
starched and laid upon hooked needles thrast 3. The method herein specified of binding
through the fold of the signature, and by such books, consisting in forming grooves or saw- 35
leedles drawn through the signatures to form cuts across the backs, then introducing straight
loops into which binders' twine is drawn. In glued threads into the inside of the folds of
this instance the loop is liable to be mis the sheets or signatures, then drawing into
placed and requires to be held by hand in or-. the saw-cuts and beneath the glued threads
der to insert the twine-needle. In my im cords, strings, or strips of material to connect 4o
provement the threads, being drawn straight, the sheets or signatures, substantially as set
are always in the proper position for the needle forth.
Signed by me this 27th day of June A. D.
that introduces the cords or strings.
1SS 1.
I claim as my invention
IDAVE) A. SMYTH.
1. The method he ein specified of preparing
folded sheets or signatures and binding the Witnesses :
same, consisting in introducing a straight ad
CHARLEs E. G. Ross,
CHAS. P. WATSON.
hesive thread into the folds of the signatures,

